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ABSTRACT
Eli-Twist yarn, emerged out in the recent days produced by Suessen Elite compact
spinning technology has been found to be technically and economically superior when compared
to the two-ply yarns. The quality of this Eli-twist yarn is governed by many parameters. The
distance between roving strands and the negative pressure applied in the suction has substantial
effect on the quality aspect of these yarns. To assess the yarn quality the concept of CPK (Process
Capability Index) could be used effectively. An attempt has been made to implement the concept
of CPK in the analysis of the properties of Eli-twist yarn.
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INTRODUCTION
Eli-Twist is a patented process which produces economically a compact spin-twisted yarn
with the EliTe Compact Set directly on the ring spinning frame. The Eli-Twist Process permits to
reduce the twisting triangle to a degree that it has practically no influence on spinning stability. In
this process, two roving passing through the twin condensers at the entrance of the drafting system
and drafted separately at certain distance. Then the drafted roving leaves the front roller pair of the
drafting system and passes through the compacting zone. In the condensing zone, the distance
between the drafted fibre strands is reduced to about 5 mm by means of two suction slots in Vshaped arrangement in the compacting zone. This close distance is possible, as the two yarn
components when leaving the delivery roller pair does not produce any fibre ends sticking out and
overlapping each other. On the other hand, this close distance enables the twisting point to come very
closely to the delivery clamping line.
The Eli-Twist Process allows reduction in the twisting triangle to a degree that the
restrictions mentioned above are eliminated. During condensing, both components get closer and
reach a minimum distance by means of two suction slots in the condensing zone in a V shaped
arrangement.
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Figure 1 - Drafting Zone of Eli-Twist Spinning
Owing to condensation, the two components after leaving the condensing zone do not form
spinning triangle. Consequently, no fibres are found to be sticking out, spreading up to the other
yarn component or not being embedded in the yarn. The twist, running into the two yarn legs from
the twisting points, need not overcome any resistance and hence easily reaches the clamping line.
As a result, the two fibre strands can be led very closely and the twisting point has a very small
distance from the clamping line of the front roller pair.
The Eli-twist process yarn with a novel structure combining all advantages of condensing
and doubling. Yarn surface and appearance of Eli-twist are comparable to a single compact yarn.
Eli twist yarn has more snarling tendency.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Material used in our trial are 100% Indian Cotton (Variety: Shankar – 6), which is processed
under control up to spinning department. The table 1 shows the details of process path and
important process parameters.
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Table 1 - Spinning Preparatory process parameters
Parameters
Carding
a) Delivery Hank

Details
LC 300 A V3
0.120

b) Delivery Speed in mpm

120

c) Production Rate (Kg/hr)

35.4

Pre Comber Draw Frame

LD-2

a) No of Doubling

5

b) Delivery Hank

0.120

c) Delivery Speed in mpm
Uni Lap

600
E-5

a) No of Doubling

22

b) Lap Weight

75

Comber
a) Delivery Hank
b) Comber Speed (npm)

E-65
0.120
450

Finisher Draw Frame

D-40

a) Delivery Hank

0.120

b) No of Doublings
c) Delivery Speed in mpm
Simplex

8
400
LFS 1660 V

a) Delivery Hank

0.9

b) Spindle Speed (rpm)

980

c) TPI / TM
Ring spinning
a)Yarn Count
b) Avg. Spindle Speed (rpm)
c) TPI

1.40 / 1.48
LR-6 AX – Elitwist
40/2
15500
18.0

The above process details and parameters are common for all the trial samples, whereas the
changes have been made only in the spinning parameters. Levels have been decided for the two
factors, which is decided by considering the raw material, atmospheric conditions, economic
viability, work methods & possibility of the mills.
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Table 2 - Factors & Levels
Factors

Levels
5 (0mm,

Distance between the 2 roving strands

2mm,4mm,6mm,8mm)

Negative pressure applied in the suction

2 (22mbar & 24mbar)

zone

The material from Speed frames have been taken for the trials. All the trials taken in the
project works are done in identical spindles in the ring frame at a constant speed. The above flow
chart clearly indicates the details of the trials conducted.
The distance between the roving strands is optimized by means of specially designed
roving guides and the measurement of the distance was made by using a normal measuring scale.
The fig.1 represents both the normal roving guide and the specially designed roving guide present
in the drafting zone.
Table 3 - Design of experiments
No of Samples

Testing Speed (mpm)

Test Type

Testing Instruments

Count

Cascade

10 / Trial

NA

Lea Strength

Statex

10 / Trial

25 m/min

Evenness

Uster Tester 5

10 / Trial

800 m/min

Tensile Properties

Uster Tenso Jet 4

10 / Trial

400 m/min

Hairiness

Zweigle

10 / Trial

500 m/min

Classimat

Loepfe Zenit

100% samples

1500 mpm

Tested

(i.e., winding speed)
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Figure 2 - Specially designed roving guide

Figure 3 - Measurement of Negative Pressure

Testing Parameters
The trial samples have been tested for their count, variation in count, Lea strength, Single
yarn strength, Elongation %, number of imperfections, Hairiness and Classimat faults
respectively. All the testing has been done by using the latest testing instruments under the
standard atmospheric conditions. Testing procedures have been followed as per the testing
instrument recommendations.
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Table 4 - Testing Process Parameters

Test Type

Testing
Instruments

No of Samples
Tested

Testing Speed
(mpm)

Count

Cascade

10 / Trial

NA

Lea Strength

Statex

10 / Trial

25 m/min

Evenness

Uster Tester 5

10 / Trial

800 m/min

Tensile Properties

Uster Tenso Jet 4

10 / Trial

400 m/min

Hairiness

Zweigle

10 / Trial

500 m/min

Classimat

Loepfe Zenit

100% samples

1500 mpm (i.e.,
winding speed)

Test results of the samples, both at ring frame cops stage and the final cone stage were
tabulated. Apart from the laboratory test results the online data on the autoconer breakage, online
Classimat and lab data were also included. Laboratory testing has been conducted in the recently
developed Uster testing instruments.
All the testing has been conducted at standard atmospheric conditions i.e. at 65% relative
humidity with dry temperature of 74°F & wet temperature of 66°F respectively.
Test Results have been analysed statistically by means of using the concept of CpK
(Process Capability Index). The quality of yarn has been assessed by comparing the test results
with the specifications / variations. Each parameter has been given certain amount of weightage
and the CpK values have been calculated for each trial.
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RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS
Table 6 - Test results of trail 1, 2 , 3, 4, 5
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Table 7 - Test results of trail 6,7,8,9,10

Effect on Hairiness
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Surface Plot of Hairiness vs Negative Pressure, Roving Distance
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Figure 4 - Surface plot of distance between two roving strands & Suction Pressure on Uster
Hairiness index

In both the suction pressure the distance between two roving stands of 2 mm and 4 mm
give less hairiness whereas too higher and lower distances leads to higher hairiness. From the
surface plot figure 4, we can understand the effect of Roving distance and Negative Pressure on
Hariness is very linear. In very low distance, the fibre web cannot spread out evenly during
drafting, also in higher distances the protruding end cannot be controlled effectively by the
suction pressure. This may the main reason for higher hairiness in both extremes.
Effect on Rkm
Surface Plot of Rkm vs Negative Pressure, Roving Distance
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Figure 5 - Surface plot of distance between two roving strand & suction pressure on Rkm
(Single yarn strength)

Rkm value does not get change much for the distance between roving strand and negative
pressure applied. But the co-efficient of variation between values are higher for higher negative
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pressure in all the distance between roving stands. And the 8 mm distance, gives comparatively
lesser co-efficient of variation in both the negative pressure applied.

The surface plot shows, at 8 mm distance and 24 mbar negative pressures the Rkm values
are higher. The low negative pressure (22 mbar) does not change the Rkm values much in all the
roving distances; this may be due the low compaction effect by low pressure.
Effect on Total Imperfections
Surface Plot of Total Imperfecti vs Negative Pressur, Roving Distance
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Figure 6 - Surface plot of distance between two roving strand &
suction pressure on Total imperfections

The surface plot clearly indicates that, total imperfections get reduced while increasing the
suction pressure and distance between roving strands. The roving distance plays a major role on
total imperfections than the suction pressure. The defects like Thin -50%, Thick +50%, Neps
+200% gets increased for higher suction pressure, whereas minor defects like Thin -30%, Thick
+35%, Neps +140% gets reduced for higher negative pressure. The co-efficient of variation gets
increased for higher roving distances. This phenomena obeys the single yarn compact principle, as
the roving distance increases the spinning triangle also gets increased, the effective control over
the edge fibres by drafting roller gets reduced. The higher negative pressure may not effectively
utilised for control over the edge fibres.
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Effect on Yarn Unevenness
Surface Plot of Unevenness vs Negative Pressure, Roving Distance
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Figure -7 Surface plot of distance between two roving strands &
suction pressure on yarn unevenness

Yarn Unevenness gets reduced for higher distance between roving, suction pressure. The
Unevenness gets reduced upto 6 mm roving distance drastically and no further significant
reduction after 6 mm. There is no significant effect of negative pressure on the Yarn Unevenness.
The surface plot graph shows the linear relationship between yarn unevenness and distance
between two roving strand. As distance between two roving strand increases, the Unevenness gets
reduced for upto 6 mm distance, after 8 mm distance the Unevenness gets increased. This may be
because of very long distance leads to poor control over the individual fibre by drafting roller.
Also when distance becomes very close, there is no enough space spread out the fibre web
Importance Given to Each Parameter in Cpk
The table given below shows the weightage of each parameter taken for the calculation of
CpK. Apart from the average value variation, each parameter has also been considering for
calculating the CpK. Weightage of each parameter shall be decided by considering the end use of
the product.
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Table 5 - Weightage given to each test parameter
Avg Count

5.0

Avg Rkm

20.0

Elongation %

15.0

U%

5.0

Thick +50%

5.0

Neps +200%

15.0

Thin -30%

2.5

Thick +35%

10.00

Neps +140%

10.00

Hairiness

5.0

S3

2.5

Total CMT Faults

5.0

A model has been developed for predicting the yarn quality at various distances between
the roving strands & the negative pressure applied in the suction zone. With this the yarn quality
results can be predicted in future without conducting any trials. This in turn will result in saving a
lot of time and money involved in conducting such trials.

U%

=

7.78 - 0.0593 Dist between roving strands - 0.0210 Suction Pressure

Thick +50%

=

9.40 - 0.700 Dist between roving strands - 0.100 Suction Pressure

Neps +200%

=

15.5 - 0.125 Dist between roving strands - 0.400 Suction Pressure

Rkm

=

27.0 + 0.0275 Dist between roving strands - 0.270 Suction Pressure

Elong %

=

- 10.4 - 0.0375 Dist between roving strands + 0.730 Suction Pressure

UTH

=

4.99 + 0.0375 Dist between roving strands - 0.0200 Suction Pressure

S3

=

1940 - 38.0 Distance between roving strands - 45.5 Suction Pressure

CMT

=

49.0 + 0.75 Distance between roving strands - 0.80 Suction Pressure
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CONCLUSIONS
As the quality of yarn is predicted by means of various parameters such as unevenness %,
imperfection level, single yarn strength, elongation, Classimat faults, performance of the yarn
downstream process etc, CpK is found to be the right tool for identifying the right process in
spinning mills by considering all the yarn quality parameters based on its end use.
The aforesaid analysis shows that the overall yarn quality is better in 8mm strand with 24mbar negative pressure. Also the model developed is very useful in future for predicting the yarn
quality of Eli-twist yarn.
Based on the end user the weightage given to each yarn quality parameter will be fine
tuned and as result the optimum process parameter easily identified.
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